Abstract
Introduction
Numerical programs for parallel computers operate on enormous data sets and often take hours of computer time to finish executing. Due t o the large amounts of hardware involved and the long execution times of these programs, it may become necessary to detect and possibly tolerate errors which occur during the execution of the program. Algorithm-based fault tolerance is a methodology of exploiting numerical properties of algorithms to devise fault-tolerant versions of numerical programs. The basic approach is to apply some encoding to the data being operated on by the algorithm, modify the encoded data concurrently with the original data, and check that the encoding is preserved at various points during the execution For a class of algorithms performing linear transformations on the data, a natural encoding to choose is the checksum encoding [l], where a checksum is computed of the data being operated on by the algorithm. The checksum is then transformed concurrently with the computations on the data elements, and at suitable points during the execution, the data elements are summed and compared with the transformed checksum.
We have developed an automated, compile time approach to generating error-detecting parallel programs based on the above idea. The compiler is used to identify statements implementing affine transformations within the program and automatically insert code for computing, manipulating, and comparing checksums in order to check the correctness of the code implementing affine transformations. Statements which do not implement affine transformations are checked by duplication. Checksums are reused from one loop to the next if this is possible, rather than recomputing checksums for every statement. A global dataflow analysis is performed in order to determine points at which checksums need to be recomputed. We also use a novel method of specifying the data distributions so that the computations on the original data and the corresponding check computations are performed on different processors.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We give an overview of the entire system implementation in Section 2. We then describe the algorithms used in performing the transformations needed to generate the error-detecting version in Section 3. We present some results on the overheads of the error-detecting version over the original code on a real parallel machine in Section 4. Finally, we summarize and conclude in Section 5. (PI, PI, 131, [41, 151) .
System Overview
In this section we give an overview of the modules comprising our system. The input set accepted by our compiler consists of Fortran programs with High Performance Fortran (HPF) data distribution annotations [13] . Parafrase-2 [14], a parallelizing compiler for shared memory machines developed at the University of Illinois, is used as Figure 1 : Overall organization of system for generating error-detecting parallel code a front-end module to parse in the input program, build an abstract syntax tree representation of the program, perform dependence analysis, and build the flowgraph. Apart from being a state-of-the-art optimizing and pardelising compiler, Parafrase-2 has also been designed as a developmental tool. The compiler may be easily augmented by the addition of passes to use and modify the information stored in its internal data structures. Several passes have been added to achieve our goal of generating errordetecting versions of programs. After our passes have been applied to the input program, it is transformed into an error detecting serial program by the addition of checksum based checks for the linear portions and duplication based checks for nonlinear portions. The modified program ie, input to Paradigm 1151, a distributed memory parallelizer developed at the University of Illinois, which can generate message passing code for a variety of target multicomputers. The final output is an error detecting parallel program1 for distributed memory multicomputers. The various modules in our system and their interactions are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
In the remainder of this paper, we elaborate on the task of the check code generator shown in Fig 1. 3 Algorithms for Check Code Generation
Statement Duplication
The pass for duplicating statements which operate 013 arrays is fairly straightforward. However, not only does the pass create duplicate assignment statements for those which assign to or use arrays directly, but it also duplicates statements which use array elements indirectly. For example, a statement which used a scalar to which was assigned an array value prior to reaching the statement would also be duplicated. Also, if loop expressions or I F conditionals depend directly or indirectly on array values, then the entire loop or I F statement, including its body, is duplicated. By duplication of a statement, we mean that a second statement is created performing the same transformations as the original statement, but with array elements and array-dependent variables replaced by different elements which we refer to as shadows. In order to perform statement duplication according to the rules described, it is necessary to determine which scalar variables use array values in their definition. This can be solved as a standard reaching definitions problem [lS] .
Checksum Introduction
Once statement duplication has been performed, the pass for determining affine transformations and replacing array elements by checksums is run. However, prior to this a loop distribution pass is run to separate out duplicate statements operating on shadow elements and the corresponding original elements into separate loops. The loop distribution pass also has the effect of separating out different duplicate statements into different loops, which increases opportunities for checksum introduction, as we explain later in this section.
Given an array A(l : U ) which is transformed by a function f satisfying the following property In this case, we say that the array A(l : U ) undergoes an affine transformation. Our approach to generating checksum-based checks is based on identifying duplicated assignment statements which perform a linear or affine transformation on some shadow array. The statement is then replaced by one which transforms checksum values rather than the elements of the shadow array. The expression for transforming the checksum values is derived from Eq. (1) or (2), as the case may be. The loop traversing the array dimension which was summed becomes redundant and may be removed. This often dramatically reduces the overheads contributed by the checksum statement over the statement that it checks. For the example code in Fig. 3 the corresponding checksum based code is shown in Fig. 4 .
We first determine perfect loop nests(a) whose bodies Once the potential checksum indices have been determined for each duplicate assignment statement, the syntactic structure of each such statement is examined to determine a subset of the potential checksum indices such that the statement could possibly be replaced by a checksum manipulation by computing checksums over the array dimensions involving these indices. The indices chosen are called the candidate checksum indices in order to distinguish them from the potential checksum indices determined earlier. Once the set of candidate checksum indices has been computed for each check statement, some additional conditions pertaining to the dependences the statements are involved in need to be verified before a candidate checksum index can actually be chosen as the index to compute the checksum over. A candidate checksum index which passes all additional tests to determine its validity as a checksum index is called a ualid checksum index. Once the set of valid checksum indices has been determined for all check statements, one of these may be picked as the variable to [17] , [18] . As an example, consider the loop nest shown in Fig. 6 . Both i and j are candidate checksum indices for the statement; however, neither is a valid checksum index since the statement is involved in dependence cycles carried by both the i loop as well as the j loop. To see this, consider the code that would be generated if j were the chosen checksum index, which is shown in Fig. 7 . The old value of $ c s 2 b ( i ) is used for both accesses b ( i , j + l ) as well as b ( i , j -i ) . However, b ( i , j-1) actually uses values modified during the current iteration of the i loop, and thus the old checksum value does not correctly represent the sum over these elements. The second condition involves backward dependences. This is illustrated by the code fragment shown in Fig. 8 . Here, there is a backward dependence (actually, an antidependence) from the second assignment statement to the first. Also, the loop variable i is a candidate checksum index for both assignment statements. Introducing checksum manipulations after choosing i as the checksum index, we obtain the code in Fig. 9 . However, the checksum manipulations do not yield the desired checksum values. This is because b ( i ) uses values of a computed prior to the loop, while $csi-b uses the newly transformed value of $ c s l a . Thus, a spurious flow dependence exists between the two checksum statements, while no such flow dependence exists between the two assignment statements in the original code fragment.
Sufficient conditions indicating when a candidate checksum index is also a valid checksum index have been established in [19] . We state two of the theorems here, although the proofs are omitted for brevity. Figure 6 : Code fragment illustrating dependence cycle Once the set of valid checksum indices has been determined for each statement, one of them is chosen as the index t o compute the checksum over. Once a valid checksum index has been chosen as the index to sum over for a statement s, the corresponding checksum statement is generated in the following manner. The intermediate nodes for the syntax tree for 5' are annotated with the A F F I N E and N O T A F F I N E sets which were computed while computing the candidate checksum indices for S while traversing the tree in bottom-up fashion. Assume that the chosen checksum index for an expression is j . Now, the syntax tree for the expression is traversed in top-down fashion in order to determine subexpressions which do not involve the checksum index j . This is indicated by the fact that 
Theorem 1 Consider a perfect nest
END DO Figure 9 : Incorrect checksum code for code fragment in Fig. 8 illustrating problem caused by backward dependence the A F F I N E set associated with the node in the syntax tree which is the root of the subexpression does not contain j . The entire subexpression is then multiplied by the number of times the j loop is executed. The algorithm for expanding constants is omitted for brevity and may be found in 1191.
After constants have been expanded in affine expressions, arrays used by the expression which involve the checksum index as a subscript need to be replaced by checksums. These arrays may be found by a top-down traversal of the syntax tree and replaced by a checksum variable with the same subscript expressions in all dimensions except the one involving the checksum index, which vanishes. However, a correction needs to be made to the checksum variable in the event that the subscript involving the checksum index, say j, is of the form j+c or j -c , where c is a positive constant. This point is illustrated by the code in Fig. 3 and the corresponding check code in Fig. 4 . We assume that upon entering the j loop, the checksum of b (i , j ) , for j ranging from 2 to 999 (the values taken by the j loop), are available. However, the checksum over b ( i , j + l ) is required. This may be derived from the checksum over b ( i , j) by subtracting and adding one element, as illustrated by the code in Fig. 4 . The other accesses to b in the right hand side expression are similarly replaced by checksums incorporating the addition and subtraction of some extra elements. The information propagation pass is responsible for making available the checksums over b(i,2:999) at the entry to the j loop.
Information Propagation and Check
After checksum manipulation statements have been introduced, the information propagation pass is run. The pass may be divided into two stages. In the first stage, an iterative dataflow algorithm is executed to determine the checksum and array values available at various points in the program. In the second stage, the information about available checksums and arrays is used to regenerate checksums and arrays as required. We now explain each of these stages in detail.
The outline of the basic iterative dataflow algorithm is shown in Fig. 10 . In this figure and other figures in this section, fgpred(n) refers to the set of nodes which Figure 10 : Outline of generic iterative dataflow algorithm immediately precede node n in the flowgraph. For a more detailed description of the iterative dataflow approach, see Now we discuss the specifics of the algorithm as applied to our problem, viz., computing the ranges of checksums and arrays available at each block in the flowgraph.
Generat ion
We introduce two sets, called AVAILARRAY and AVAILCS with every node in the flowgraph. AVAILAR-RAY and AVAILCS store the ranges of the shadow arrays and checksums which are available at the end of the block of statements comprising the flowgraph node. In the case of AVAILARRAY, when we say that a shadow array in the set is available, we mean that the values stored in that array match the corresponding values in the original array which the shadow array is supposed to check. Similarly in the case of AVAILCS, when we say that a checksum variable or array is available, we mean that if a new checksum is computed over the original array which this checksum is supposed to check, then the values of the two checksums should match.
The rules for updating the AVAILARRAY and AVAILCS sets in each iteration of the flowgraph are showri in Fig. 11 . A more detailed description of the update rules and some optimizations to ensure a less conservative u p date of the sets may be found in [19] .
Once the dataflow algorithm has converged, the second stage of the pass, which involves regeneration of checksums and shadow elements, is performed. For example, if a statement within a loop needs the checksum value over a certain array, but this is not available at that point, (which can be determined by examining the AVAILCS set just before the statement,) a loop needs to be inserted prior to the loop enclosing the statement, in which the required checksum is recomputed by summing the apprcipriate array elements. We also attempt to check that the elements being summed to regenerate the checksum have not been corrupted by errors. This is done by checking the summed values against their corresponding shadow value 5, if at the termination of the iterative dataflow algorithm it is determined that the shadow values are avdable prior to the loop nest. The rules for regenerating checksums and shadow arrays are summarized in Fig. 12 . The code fragment in Fig. 13 shows a loop nest enclosing a linear statement. The check code that would be generated for it is shown in Fig. 14, which illustrates checksum regeneration and the checking of the elements used in regenerating the checksums by comparing against their shadow values.
Data Distribution Specification for

Check Data for Distributed Memory Parallel Programs
The algorithms described in the previous section result in the generation of a serial program with checks which is capable of detecting transient errors. However, permanent errors may still go undetected if such errors affect the check phase in such a manner as to cause it to pass.
In a parallel processing environment, one approach to providing high epor coverage would be to have each processor check not its own, but a neighboring processor's data. One approach which has been used to aid compilers in the generation of parallel programs has been to specify the distribution of the arrays accessed by the program over the set of processors using data distribution directives, and have the compiler automatically insert the message calls needed to transfer non-local data to a processor whenever such data 
Generate the checksums in CHECKCS by summing the
original array values they cover.
3.
Compare the checksums in CHECKCS with the corresponding checksums in AVAILCS. In the following examples, we will concentrate on block distributed arrays; the ideas behind handling arrays which are distributed in a cyclic or block-cyclic fashion are similar. Data distribution specification for check data (checksums and shadow arrays) needs to be specified so that the original data and the data checking it reside on different processors. This, together with the owner computes rule, ensures that each data element is subjected to a check on a different processor, thus increasing the likelihood of dcttecting single processor faults. Essentially, in the case of shadow arrays, a distribution is chosen which is almost identical to the distribution of the corresponding originid array, except that the data elements in one of the distributed dimensions are shifted cyclically so that a data element and the corresponding shadow element reside on different processors. This is indicated for a block distributed array in Fig. 15 . The depicted data distribution may be achieved by specifying HPF data distribution directives, the details of which may be found in [19] .
To determine how a checksum variable is to be distributed, we first determine how the shadow array vairiable corresponding to the original array being checked \by Figure 16 : Illustration of data distribution for case when checksum dimension is sequentialized the checksum, would be distributed. Two cases are distinguished. The first corresponds to the case when the dimension being summed over is sequentialized {i.e., resides on one processor). In this case, the other dimensions of the checksum are distributed in a manner identical to the distribution of the shadow array. This case is illustrated in Fig. 16 . The second case, which corresponds to the checksum dimension being distributed, rather than sequentialized, is omitted for brevity and may be found in P91.
Results
In order to illustrate the working of our compiler passes, we ran several Fortran programs annotated with HPF data distribution directives through it. We present overhead results of the parallel error detecting versions over the pard e l versions with no error detection for three of the applications here. The three applications are a parallel matrix multiplication routine computing AB = C where A and C are distributed blockwise by rows and B is distributed blockwise by columns on a linear array, a Jacobi iterative solver with the grid points distributed blockwise in both dimensions on a 2-D mesh, and an AD1 (Alternating Direction Implicit) solver with the grid points distributed blockwise by rows on a linear array. The first two programs consist of linear statements only, while the last consists of a mixture of linear and nonlinear loops. Apart from presenting results on the overhead incurred due to our error detection mechanism, we also wanted to illustrate that the reuse of checksums across loops fa&-tated by our information propagation pass would result in lower overheads than the approach proposed in [lo] , which would cause checksums required by each loop to be regenerated prior to the loop. In order to illustrate this point we also implemented a version of the parallel, error-detecting Jacobi solver which regenerated checksums prior to each Ioop instead of reusing available checksum values.
The testbed our experiments were performed on was a 16-processor Intel Paragon. Figure 18 : Overhead of check code for Jacobi solver for the first two applications. However, the overhead for the AD1 application is substantial. This is because for the first two applications, all the statements within the main loops are linear and are therefore checkable by checksum manipulations only. However, the main loop of AD1 integration contains interspersed linear and nonlinear statements. This results in switching between checksum manipulations and duplicating the computations on shadow arrays. This also requires checksum or shadow array regeneration and checking of the data used in the regeneration, as described in Section 3. Since the shadow arrays and checksums are maintained on different processors than the data they check, the regeneration step also results in communication of large amounts of data.
Time Overhead
Error Coverage
In addition to the time overheads, additional experiments were run in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the error-detecting parallel programs generated by our compiler in actually detecting errors. Following each statement in the parallel program which performed floating point operations, an error injection routine was called which replaced the result of the statement by a random word with a probability of 0.01 using the methodology proposed in 1201. A hundred runs were performed for each of the three applications described earlier; in each case, the errors were Figure 19 : Overhead of check code for AD1 integration 
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a method for generating error-detecting parallel numerical programs at compile time. The input to the compiler is a serial Fortran program with HPF data distribution annotations. The compiler is used to identify portions of code which implement affine transformations by examining the syntactic structure of the statements. If in addition to possessing a suitable syntactic structure, a statement satisfies some additional conditions pertaining to the dependencies it is involved in, the statement may be checked by a checksum manipulation, the checksums being computed by summing over a selected dimension of the arrays being transformed by the statement. Typically, the actual manipulation of checksums involves far fewer operations than the original statement, leading to a cheaper check than duplication of the code. Portions of the code which do not implement affine transformations are checked by duplication.
Although the idea of using checksum manipulations t o check selected pcrtions of code is similar to [lo] , our approach is superior for many reasons. An important fact established by our work is that apart from the syntactic structure, one also needs to examine the dependencies a statement is involved in in order to determine whether it performs an affine transformation. We have established sufficient conditions for when a candidate checksum statement (one which possesses the necessary syntactic structure) is actually a valid checksum statement (one that can actually be checked using checksum manipulations). Ignoring the dependence conditions may lead to incorrect code in some cases. Another important improvement is the introduction of a dataflow analysis phase which inserts checks and recomputes checksums only where necessary, as opposed t o the earlier approach, which would recompute checksums prior to and generate checks after each loop nest. Finally, we have actually implemented the entire system, as opposed to the earlier approach which was not implemented.
